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ABSTRACT:  

The present research paper attempts to better understand the rain fall characteristics and its effect on satellite communication system 

in context of Indian tropics. As Precipitation is a significant reason for signal debasement for radio correspondence frameworks 

working at centimeter and millimeter waves in the tropical condition. Constriction because of precipitation assumes a critical job in 

the structure of earth satellite radio connections particularly at frequencies over 10 GHz. As higher frequencies are utilized, 

precipitation turns into a genuine wellspring of constriction for microwave correspondences. As the recurrence expands, the 

wavelength approaches the size of raindrops, which consequently go about as a screen of scatterers for the wave. Precipitation 

happening over the connections influences transmission quality and limits the framework's presentation. This wonder is progressively 

basic in the tropical districts, which are portrayed by high force precipitation, upgraded recurrence of precipitation event, the 

expanded nearness of enormous raindrops, diverse state of raindrops, and higher temperature, when contrasted and mild 

atmospheres. The present research paper attempts to understand the important rain fall characteristics which effects satellite 

communication in India, specially needed to comprehend whole spectrum of Ku/Ka band rain attenuation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION OF TROPICAL RAINFALL  

The normal drop measurement in a non-encouraging cloud is about 0.02 mm in breadth. So as to fall and not 

vanish before arriving at the ground, the drops must build their normal breadth just about a hundredfold. There 

are two head components of expanding the drop breadth. The primary instrument is through the development 

of ice precious stones which is likewise called the Bergeron procedure. Typically the upper piece of the cloud 

surpasses the 0°C isotherm. The 0°C isotherm is, where the diminishing temperature when the stature 

increments, progresses toward becoming 0°C. In this manner the ice precious stones will exhibit. In any case, 

the immersion vapor pressure over the water drops is bigger than over the ice precious stones. The ice precious 

stones will develop. This impact is prevailing between - 10°C and - 20°C. As the ice precious stones become 

huge and substantial, they will tumble down, and dissolve when they pass the 0°C isotherm. The size of one 

drop is just 250 µm. Greater drops are framed on the grounds that 10 up to 100 ice precious stones soften 

together when they pass the 0°C isotherm and become raindrops.  
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The subsequent system is through the crash and combination of precipitation drops. There are consistently water 

drops with measurement between 20 - 30 µm in the mists which will develop through crash and blend with 

different drops. The normal precipitation drop size will increment quickly in violent conditions, for example, 

convective up drafts. The size of precipitation drops additionally rely upon the thick of the mists that width of 

100 µm or more can be come to initiate precipitation.  

Meteorologists characterize precipitation into two gatherings: convective precipitation and stratiform 

precipitation. Stratiform precipitation occasion as a rule corresponds with a passing warm front and normally 

creates low to direct precipitation rates. Stratiform precipitation occasions can reach out more than a few 

hundred kilometers and keep going for a long time. Convective precipitation is brought about by neighborhood 

dangers of the environment, because of the warming and cooling of the earth surface and because of the entry 

of cold front. This kind of precipitation typically covers a constrained zone and has a short lifetime, from a 

couple of minutes as long as 60 minutes. Convective precipitation can show a solid power. Both of convective 

precipitation and stratiform smash are significant in tropical precipitation. Stratiform precipitation commonly 

happens in direct relationship with profound serious convective precipitation, not looks as a different wonder. 

The examples of tropical precipitation are normally entangled in reality.  

2. THE MICROSTRUCTURE OF RAIN FALL  

The microstructure of precipitation is dictated by the size, shape, fall speed, temperature, direction and 

organization of the individual particles. A short portrayal is exhibited in the accompanying subsections. 

2.1. Drop Shapes 

The accurate state of a precipitation drop at any moment of time is dictated by an unpredictable blend of surface 

strain and streamlined powers. Figure 1 shows the kinds of the precipitation drop shape. For exceptionally little 

drops (not exactly or equivalent to 170 µm in width), surface strain powers will rule under practically any wind 

conditions and the drops will be actually circular. Between 170 µm and 500 µm, the drops become curved in 

cross-area. Over 500 µm, the drops become logically leveled at the base. Eventually, the bases of the drops are 

dug out to frame the alleged Prupacher and Pitter precipitation drop shape. Note that when reference is made to 

the distance across of a non-round precipitation drop, it is the width of the proportional volume circular 

precipitation drop that is being alluded to.  
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Figure 1: Drop Shapes 

The bigger the precipitation drop, the more it very well may be mutilated from a round shape. When it twists 

out of the circular structure, it isn't stationary as far as its shape however it might waver between an oblate and 

prolate spheroid. A spheroid is framed by turning an oval about its most brief hub which, on account of an oblate 

spheroid, is vertical. A prolate spheroid is the one with the minor pivot arranged on a level plane.  

 

Figure: 2 Oblate & Prolate Spheroid 

2.2 Drop fall Velocity 

At the point when an item falls in a stationary liquid form (for example air), at starting will quicken. As its speed 

builds, the drag power, the obstruction of the liquid to movement of the article, will increment. In the long run 

when the drag power is simply equivalent to the power because of gravity, terminal power is come to. There is 

no additionally expanded in speed. In any case, the instance of the falling water drops is progressively confused 

in light of the fact that they are not unbending but rather they are allowed to misshape because of the streamlined 

powers. Interior smooth movements might be experienced. Another difficulty is that the drops experience 

various associations as they fall. Assume a drop is over and over brought to rest by crashes. It would require 

some investment to arrive at max speed after every crash. The normal speed would consequently be diminished. 
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In the event that the impacts were adequately visited, it would not have the opportunity to arrive at max speed. 

The studies conducted by previous scholars are the most complete valuable plan of maximum speed as a 

component of drop distance across. The previous researchers’ perceptions were made inside dormant demeanor 

of half moistness. 

  

2.3 Drop-size dispersions  

The speed relies upon the size of raindrop and increments when the raindrop increases. The connection between 

max speed and drop-size dispersion is given by  

N (D) = N'(D)/V (D)                                             (1.1) 

where N'(D) is the quantity of drops per unit time per unit increase in breadth D crossing a unit territory of an 

estimation gadget; V(D) is the maximum speed; N(D) is the drop-size conveyance, for example the quantity of 

drops that exist between distances across D and D+dD per unit volume. The Laws and Parsons' [1943] 

estimations of drop-size appropriation that secured a scope of drop sizes is as of now embraced by ITU-R. Their 

outcomes demonstrated that the middle drop distance across expanded as the precipitation rate expanded. The 

scientific portrayal of the outcomes was not given. Later estimations by Marshall and Palmer [1948] proposed 

an exponential numerical model to fit the outcomes, that is  

 

 

Figure: 3 Drop size distribution measurements by Laws and Parsons 
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Joss et.al. [1968] fitted the Marshall-Palmer (M-P) type of condition to the information estimation which was 

arranged in three gatherings as indicated by precipitation type. The mean qualities for No and Ʌ were gotten and 

given in table 1. No and Ʌ shift during the precipitation. The drop size circulation may change with time and 

furthermore relies upon the precipitation type.  

Ajayi and Olsen [1985] announced that the negative exponential dispersion was not fit to demonstrate tropical 

precipitation and a lognormal model gave better fit. The Laws Parsons (L-P) and M-P circulations overestimate 

the quantity of drops in the little and huge width districts. The L-P and M-P disseminations speak to the calm 

atmosphere precipitation very well, yet not the tropical precipitation where tempest and overwhelming shower 

happen all the more regularly.  

 

Table: 1; Mean values for No and Ʌ from Joss et.al. 

 

The fitting of the lognormal model on tropical precipitation is as yet being researched. Anyway the general 

articulation of lognormal drop size circulation can be composed as: 

 

Where NT is the total number of drops of all sizes 

µ is the mean of In D 

σ is the standard deviation. The rain rate in mm/h is related to the drop size distribution and the terminal velocity 

by 

 

2.4 Raindrop Direction  

In a segment of stale air, spheroid raindrops will fall with their hub of evenness along the vertical. There is no 

explanation behind any tilting. Anyway in the environment, neighborhood aggravations of the air thickness and 
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wind varieties may make the mean direction be inclined by a couple of degrees. Brussaard [1976] built up a 

meteorological model of raindrop inclining which relates the inclining of an individual raindrop to the varieties 

with tallness in the level breeze field. The fall speed of a raindrop assumes a job in that relationship and in view 

of the coordinated connection between fall speed and drop size, the inclining edge verifiably relies upon the 

drop size. The model accept an impartially steady troposphere, it doesn't manage the impact of disturbance. In 

any case, in an increasingly practical powerful air bigger inclining edges can be experienced and choppiness 

will cause an irregular circulation of inclining points of a gathering of raindrops. 

3. THE SPATIAL STRUCTURE OF PRECIPITATION 

 Rainfall rate is non-uniform both on a level plane and vertically. So as to build up a model of precipitation rate 

profile, it is important to have a spatial dissemination of precipitation rate and to decide the compelling degree 

of precipitation. In any case, the translation of the precipitation power total appropriation will be depicted first 

in the accompanying subsection. 

3.1. Total circulation of point precipitation intensity 

Raindrops both ingest and disperse microwave control on earth-satellite connections. Both may add to the 

weakening on a radio way. Precipitation power estimated at a point close to the outside of the earth is a regularly 

utilized meteorological reference parameter in contemplates on the spread impacts because of precipitation.  

Specifically, the precipitation force relating to short joining occasions, even short of what one moment, is of 

significance for tropical locales. Sharp power tops during convective precipitation are frequently experienced 

in the tropical atmosphere territory. The long haul conduct of precipitation power is depicted by the alleged 

aggregate likelihood conveyance or exceedance bend. It gives the level of time that the precipitation force 

surpasses a given worth. The aggregate dissemination of point precipitation power got from long haul 

estimations are required for forecast of precipitation constriction. Such dispersions are accessible for countless 

areas and are displayed in the ITU-R Report 563-4. Be that as it may, the exact mapping of the precipitation 

parameters for tropical locales is being addressed. It is alluring to utilize precipitation force information 

estimated in the territory, when accessible. At low and medium precipitation rates where exact estimations can 

be acquired, it gives the idea that the aggregate precipitation rate conveyance can be very much approximated 

by a log-ordinary law. The range over which this relationship might be accepted substantial, relies upon the 

climatic area, however ordinarily it reaches out from 2 mm/h to around 50 mm/h. At medium and high 

precipitation rates, the Gamma circulation gives a decent portrayal. Moupfouma [1987] communicated this 

model by the condition  
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where P(R > r) is the likelihood of the precipitation rate R surpassing any given precipitation rate r and the 

parameters a, b, u relying upon the mix time of the precipitation measures utilized just as the atmosphere and 

topographical highlights of the area.  

Moupfouma got articulations for the parameters a and b as far as the precipitation rate R0.0l (mm/h) surpassed 

for 0.01% of the ideal opportunity for some random coordination time.  

 

 

R0.01 and u determine the shape of the distribution and the slope of the curve respectively. For tropical zones, u 

was found to be 0.042 for coastal areas and 0.025 for average rolling terrain. In the modified version of the 

model, Moupfouma expressed the parameter u as a function of the rain rate: 

 

Where λ and s are the parameters representing the ITU-R rain climatic zones in the following table 02. 

 

Table: 2; Value of parameters λ and s 

3.2 The Horizontal Structure of Precipitation  

Precipitation is inhomogeneous in the flat plane. In the most recent decade, various models and methodologies 

have been created by numerous specialists so as to measure the properties of the even structure of precipitation 

significant for proliferation applications. Rain gauge records show short interims of high precipitation rate 

installed in longer times of lighter precipitation. Climate radar perceptions show little zones of high precipitation 

rate inserted in bigger districts of lighter precipitation. The consequences of numerous estimations show that 
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the size of precipitation cell is an element of precipitation rate and decreases as the precipitation rate increments. 

The even structure of precipitation changes starting with one territory then onto the next relying upon 

atmosphere, geography and the precipitation type. In the displaying of precipitation cells, precipitation is 

thought to be an accumulation of cells and locales with well-characterized spatial profiles of precipitation power 

having certain likelihood of events. In the trial approach, the parameters identified with the spatial structure of 

precipitation are legitimately removed from precipitation information estimated by radar or system of rain 

gauges. The decrease factor is an outstanding case of such parameters and is utilized specifically for forecast of 

precipitation lessening.  

The decrease factor rA is a transformation factor used to relate the precipitation weakening worth Ap (dB) 

surpassed for a given time rate p on a connection of length L (km) at recurrence f (GHz) to the estimation of the 

point precipitation force Rp (mm/h) surpassed for a similar level of time. The characterizing condition for rA is 

given by  

 

Where' λ (dB/km) is the particular weakening an incentive for a precipitation force Rp accepting certain agent 

raindrop size appropriation. On the off chance that the right raindrop size conveyance is utilized, at that point 

the estimations of rA are near that of the precipitation force decrease factor as is clarified in the accompanying. 

As referenced in [48], the type of the connection between explicit lessening and precipitation force is precisely 

communicated by a power law for some, unique raindrop size disseminations:  

 

Where k and α are firmly recurrence and polarization subordinate amounts. By presenting this articulation in 

condition (3.8) and utilizing the way that the constriction is the indispensable of the particular lessening along 

the connection, the accompanying articulation is determined:  

 

Where R L, p 
α

 is the worth surpassed for the level of time p by the all-encompassing way, p arrived at the 

midpoint of precipitation force R L,  
α

 characterized as :  

 

For α = 1 condition (3.11) speaks to the outstanding way arrived at the midpoint of precipitation force, while 

condition ( 3.10 ) diminishes to that of the precipitation power decrease factor:  
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 rA is just somewhat reliant on the recurrence and to a first request of precision can be approximated by the 

precipitation power decrease factor r. The capacity r depends just on Rp and L and can be straightforwardly 

gotten from precipitation power estimations along a line utilizing radar or rain gauge arrange.  

The vertical structure of precipitation, the watched vertical structure of precipitation shows an enormous level 

of unpredictability, including the conceivable nearness of other precipitation particles, for example, softening 

day off hail. Radar perceptions give the main direct estimation of the vertical structure of precipitation. 

Typically, vertical homogeneity is expected up to a specific tallness, which is called precipitation stature and 

related to the 0°C isotherm tallness Ho of the air (solidifying stature). The perception on the liquefying layer 

will improve the exactness of the precipitation tallness estimation for stratiform precipitation type. For 

convective kind of precipitation, extra data on the nearness of different sorts of hydrometeor over the freezing 

tallness is required. At first, the physical precipitation tallness was thought to be equivalent to the 0°C isotherm 

stature, as per the natural idea that fluid precipitation can just exist beneath that level. Unsuitable outcomes were 

gotten when it was applied to anticipate precipitation weakening for tropical districts. An experimental vertical 

decrease factor was proposed for the 0°C isotherm tallness, prompting the idea of successful precipitation 

stature. The compelling precipitation stature hR, was likely compared to the 0°C isotherm tallness during stormy 

conditions hFR. This supposition is by all accounts sufficient for stratiform precipitation. Anyway different kinds 

of precipitation may happen, for example, warm convective precipitation, where precipitation is created well 

underneath hFR and the rainstorms, where "tower" molded mists contain super cooled precipitation beads far 

over the hFR level. In these cases hR isn't very much approximated by the deliberate hFR• These two most recent 

kinds of precipitation, convective precipitation and rainstorm, are all the more regularly experienced in tropical 

areas and in this manner the exactness of precipitation lessening model forecast is sketchy for these locales. 
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